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NATIONAL VOICESEDITORIAL

NM’s rolling in cash;
vote no to keep funds
solvent for NM’s kids

It sounds like the right thing to do: Take a little more 
money out of a huge trust fund to spend on public schools 
and early childhood education, which in New Mexico have 
struggled for years and were hit hard by the pandemic.

But is it right to go into your 401(k) when you win the 
Powerball?

That’s the situation New Mexico voters need to consider 
this general election with Constitutional Amendment No. 1. 
Because while it sounds like increasing the annual distribu-
tion from the $24 billion Land Grant Permanent Fund from 
5% to 6.25% will do right by our students and children, the 
fact is those programs are not short of money.

Not by a longshot.
New Mexico is already rolling in more new revenue — $2.5 

billion at last count — thanks to high oil and gas production. 
Without the amendment the permanent fund is expected to 
distribute $952 million just to education in fiscal 2024 and 
more than $1 billion in 2025. And the state established an 
Early Childhood Education and Care Fund in 2020, with 
the original $300 million growing to an estimated $2 billion 
this summer and expected to hit $4 billion by 2025. Like the 
permanent fund, that growth is also courtesy of oil and 
gas and investments. Meanwhile, annual funding for early 
childhood programs has exploded from $179 million to $579 
million over a 10-year period.

Voters need to step back from the emotions of wanting to 
invest in our kids and decide if, with all this extra money 
already dedicated to children and schools, we really need to 
go into our children and grandchildren’s savings accounts 
to provide more money now.

According to a recent Journal poll, 69% of likely voters 
supported taking more money from the fund “to be used 
for early childhood education, teacher compensation and 
K-12 education programs.” The poll question was modeled 
on the ballot language, which was written by lawmakers 
who have made the raid a Holy Grail and fought for years 
to increase the distribution. It did not include the budget 
update that the state already has extra billions — with a 
“b” — available.

So it’s not surprising only 15% of likely voters expressed 
opposition to raiding the land grant fund.

But critics correctly point out increasing withdrawals 
would leave the state with smaller annual distributions 
over the long haul because of slowed growth in the fund. 
The math would really kick in after about 20 years — and 
while you can argue that’s a problem for another day, why 
would we take money from our grandchildren’s futures 
(and public schools, universities, water systems and more) 
when we simply do not need it? We also need to recognize 
the state and nation are moving away from fossil fuels, and 
now is the time to shore up these funds so they truly are 
“permanent.”

Sen. Bill Tallman, a rare Democratic skeptic of raiding 
the land grant fund, notes the state has a long history of 
throwing money at problems without achieving measurable 
results. It feels like déjà vu all over again because there’s 
no guarantee increased distributions will be spent in class-
rooms, increase achievement or require accountability — 
none whatsoever.

The permanent fund has grown from $19.7 billion from the 
end of 2019 to $24.4 billion because the corpus has been left 
alone. It will distribute $1.3 billion this fiscal year to New 
Mexico’s public schools, universities and other beneficiaries 
because the fund hasn’t been raided since 2003 and has been 
allowed to earn greater investment income.

We hope voters take a hard look at this in coming weeks 
and don’t fall for the platitudes being offered by well-funded 
special interest groups and political action committees. Vote 
Yes for Kids alone has raised more than a million bucks 
to try to convince voters to raid the fund. Voters should 
instead reject the constitutional amendment and vote no 
— for the sake of New Mexico’s children, grandchildren, 
great-grandchildren and on and on.

WASHINGTON — 
Some time this 
summer, the Biden 
administration 

appears to have descended into 
the bowels of some Democratic 
consultancy, consulted the 
focus-group entrails and 
emerged with a strategy for the 
midterms: MAGAfy.

Let’s roll the tape: Late last 
month, President Joe Biden 

spoke to Democratic donors about “extreme 
MAGA philosophy,” which he said was “like semi-
fascism.” This escalated to a Sept. 1 prime-time 
speech in front of Philadelphia’s Independence 
Hall, in which he exhorted voters to save the 
Republic from “MAGA Republicans” who “do 
not respect the Constitution.” And last week, he 
was tweeting that “Republicans have pushed an 
ultra-MAGA agenda.” Who knows how many new 
tiers of MAGAdom he will have introduced before 
November: MAGA Cum Laude, Executive Ultra 
Fascist Pro, the MAGAFascist Blackshirt Card.

How dare I joke? Don’t I care about American 
democracy? Don’t I take Donald Trump’s assault 
on our bedrock institutions seriously?

In fact, I take it very seriously; it is the president 
and his advisers who are being recklessly 
cavalier, performing for their donor base and 
their followers on social media rather than 
undertaking the hard, patient work of actually 
rebuilding our frayed social norms. This is self-
indulgent and, dare I say it, even a bit unpatriotic.

Worst of all, I doubt it’s a way to win elections.
As others have pointed out, if Biden wanted to 

shore up our democratic institutions, he would 
have given an uplifting nonpartisan address, 
avoiding the ordinary political issues that divide 
us and making at least glancing reference to his 
own side’s lesser-but-still-worrying flirtations 
with denying the legitimacy of elections. Instead, 
he called out Republicans … then dragged in the 
standard culture-war fodder. …

“MAGA forces,” we were told, “are determined 
to take this country backwards, backwards to 
an America where there is no right to choose, 
no right to privacy, no right to contraception, no 
right to marry who you love.” He then took a long 
commercial break to plug his administration’s 
various legislative victories. The resulting 
Frankenspeech was clearly part of a concerted 
midterm strategy to conflate ordinary social 
and economic conservatism with Jan. 6 QAnon 

lunatics. That “ultra-MAGA agenda” mentioned 
in the president’s recent tweet turns out to be 
“Threaten Social Security and Medicare — Raise 
taxes on working families — Give big corporations 
and billionaires tax breaks.”

… This kind of rhetorical stakes-raising is 
exactly what stokes anti-democratic sentiment 
on both right and left: If America is facing an 
existential threat rather than more ordinary 
squabbles over policy, well, can we really afford 
the usual procedural niceties? Even as campaign 
fodder, the strategy is underwhelming. It 
ignores polls that consistently suggest, outliers 
notwithstanding, voters are worried more 
about normal political issues than the specter of 
dictatorship, and particularly such pocketbook 
issues as jobs and inflation. It also ignores the 
administration’s own very successful history.

Left-wing invocations of the “f-word” started 
shortly after Trump came down that golden 
escalator in 2015 and famously did not stop him in 
2016. …

The people having these debates seemed to 
think they were doing very important work 
fending off the apocalypse. Yet, when Trump 
was finally defeated, it was not because Twitter’s 
fascist hunters collectively agreed to send him 
into exile; he was beaten at the ballot box, which 
is not how fascist or even semi-fascist leaders 
usually go down. Moreover, he was defeated by the 
most boringly ordinary candidate … no socialist 
revolution, no “big structural change,” just the 
candidate of “make America normal again.”

Why isn’t the administration sticking with that 
obviously successful playbook? After all, Trump 
is an incorrigible chaos muppet, even in the face 
of possible indictment, which means that, as long 
as he is on the scene, Democrats make a pleasant 
contrast just by staying sane. Unfortunately, 
someone seems to have convinced Biden that, 
instead of running as the Normal Guy — boooo-
rrrrrinnggg! — he ought to recast 2022 as 1940, 
and himself as Winston Churchill, rallying a 
panicked nation against the (semi)fascist menace.

This, again, is not a winning political message. 
… The folks who staged Biden’s Philadelphia 
speech ended up producing an almost Trumpian 
spectacle: an incongruous mixture of the 
apocalyptic and banal, delivered in front of blood-
red spotlights that made Biden look as though 
he was campaigning for Lord of the Underworld. 
Biden should thank his lucky stars the networks 
declined to carry it, so he still has time to bring 
back good, old, normal Uncle Joe.

Candidate Biden has lost sight  
of the virtues of being ‘normal’

Public-worker shortage paralyzing our cities and states

COLUMBIA, S.C. — A little-
noticed, slow-moving crisis 
has infected states, counties 
and towns nationwide, leaving 

governments unable to fulfill basic 
functions.

In Indianapolis, trash isn’t picked 
up. In Jefferson County, Colo., potholes 
aren’t patched. In Franklin County, 
Wis., school bus routes have … called 
in the National Guard for help. In 
Missouri, Medicaid enrollment 

forms are waiting months to be processed. And here in 
Richland County, S.C., a project to connect rural homes 
to a public sewer system was delayed.

Why? A nationwide shortage of public workers.
Pandemic-era labor shortages have been well 

documented. But state and local governments have it 
much worse than the private sector. In fact, the private 
sector has already recovered jobs lost early in the 
pandemic, with 885,000 more jobs filled today than in 
February 2020.

The public sector is a different story, with state and 
local governments down 647,000 jobs since February 
2020.

Roughly half the decline is in education, causing major 
disruptions as children return to school amid teacher 

shortages. But the other half is workers missing from 
virtually every other government function: paramedics, 
sanitation workers … you name it.

This wasn’t supposed to happen. 
The Great Recession left states and municipalities 

starved of tax revenue and it took roughly a decade to 
recover lost jobs. This resulted in worse services for 
taxpayers and a drag on the private economy. Wary 
of repeating that experience with the coronavirus, 
Congress appropriated hundreds of billions of dollars 
to state and local governments. … So, why are state and 
local governments, flush with cash, still struggling to 
hire and retain staff?

Part of the answer is the “silver tsunami.” Baby 
boomers are retiring and the public-sector workforce 
tends to skew older than the private-sector workforce, 
MissionSquare Research Institute managing director 
Joshua Franzel told me. … The bigger challenge involves 
pay — and governments’ unwillingness to pony up.

Many public-sector jobs already paid less than 
private-sector counterparts. Today, in a tight labor and 
inflationary environment, private firms are rapidly 
raising compensation. Government employers have 
been slower to adapt, offering modest raises that mostly 
have not kept up with inflation. Meanwhile, large 
chunks of their budget surpluses go to tax cuts. As a 
result, the private-public pay gap is widening and public 

workers are being poached. Franzel said he’d heard of 
ambulance support staff being lured to better-paid jobs 
at Dunkin’. Others described the challenges for filling 
less glamorous jobs.

“Do you want to come play in the poopy water?” said 
Bill Davis, utilities director for Richland County, while 
taking me on a tour of a wastewater treatment plant. “Or 
do you want to go make 20%, 25% more … at Amazon?” 

Some public-sector jobs have also become more 
unpleasant, stressful or unpopular in recent years 
thanks to public harassment or distrust. Think: public 
health jobs, elections work, teaching, law enforcement. 
…

Staffing shortages can also beget more staffing 
shortages. Taking on more work to cover persistent 
vacancies can burn out employees. … So they quit.

There are two major perks of government jobs 
that used to make them appealing, despite often 
uncompetitive pay: job security and fewer, more reliable 
hours. Today, neither of those is guaranteed. …

It’s tempting to dismiss problems in public services as 
driven by temporary labor market weirdness. But if the 
financial and psychic rewards of these jobs continue to 
deteriorate, core government functions may be at risk 
for years to come.
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